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A chara 

 

The National Monuments Service of the Dept. of Housing, Local Government and Heritage has 

records of 145,000 archaeological monuments on its database. Constructed of stone, or earth or a 

mixture of the two, these monuments have stood in the landscape for many hundreds, if not 

thousands of years and exist now in various states of repair, ranging from almost intact, to 

monuments with little or no surface trace but with rich archaeological deposits preserved 

underground.   

As they were built in pre-industrial times, the majority of our monuments were built by farming 

communities. The incorporation of the words ‘lios’, ‘dún’, ‘cill’, ‘tobair’ etc into many townland, 

parish and even county names shows how much the cultural landscape of Ireland owes to its 

archaeological monuments. They are public goods par excellence providing a sense of place as 

well as an educational, environmental and tourism resource to local communities all across the 

country. They are an important and unique element of the Irish landscape, in contrast with many of 

our EU partners where industrial scale farming has removed many such features.  

The increased subsidiarity of the design of this CAP provides the Department of Agriculture, Food 

and the Marine the potential to respond in a particular way to the density of monuments in the Irish 

countryside and to allow farmers to enhance these monuments and their settings in new and 

proactive ways.  

Despite appearing permanent and immutable, archaeological monuments are finite and vulnerable. 

They do not thrive when abandoned and require care and management, if they are to survive. Most 

of our archaeological monuments are privately owned, on farmland and have survived largely 

thanks to the care of the families who owned them. This stewardship has been recognised and 

encouraged over the years in the Rural Development Programme in ways that have encouraged 

farmers to see value in the monuments on their land. It is to be hoped that this will continue. 
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Enabling farmers to see that their archaeological monuments can be managed in ways that help 

them to meet their obligations under the CAP, contributes to the care and survival of these 

important elements of our cultural landscapes and will help address the objectives of the National 

Strategic Plan; in particular, the following general and specific objectives: 

• G.O. 2. To bolster environmental care and climate action and to contribute to the 

environmental- and climate-related objectives of the Union. (Biodiversity value of 

monuments.)  

• G.O. 3. To strengthen the socio-economic fabric of rural areas. (Archaeological 

monuments are often highly-valued locally as educational and tourism assets.)  

• S.O.f. Contribute to the protection of biodiversity, enhance ecosystem services and 

preserve habitats and landscapes. (Protected archaeological sites are designated as 

Landscape Features under GAEC of Cross Compliance.) 

 

Scoring the biodiversity and community value of archaeological monuments 

Protected archaeological sites fit well with hedgerows, trees in a line, drains and ditches, into the 

group of landscape features protected under GAEC. 

Many classes of archaeological monuments, being composed of banks, ditches, mounds or stone 

walls etc are usually colonised by vegetation and are rich in species diversity, compared to the rest 

of the field in which they are situated. In many fields, the archaeological monument and the 

hedgerows and field boundaries are where diversity of habitats is concentrated.  

In REAP, the results based environment agripilot programme currently being trialled by DAFM, a 

scoring system is in use to mark the baseline condition of field boundaries and to measure 

subsequent improvements in condition. Although the aim in REAP of increasing growth of 

vegetation on field boundaries would not apply to archaeological monuments, we suggest that the 

scoring system could be applied to monuments to ascribe a baseline biodiversity value and to 

award marks for the carrying out of actions suitable to the monument. 

Considering the success of established EIP’s we have some suggestions in relation to scaling up of 

these which we would like to discuss with DAFM, including potential roll-out to all off-shore 

islands. 

It is hoped that details as to what the suitable actions would be could be worked out in discussion 

with DAFM, with input from ecologists and archaeologists. The aim would be to improve and 

maintain the condition of monuments and recognise their value as Landscape Features to their 

owners, to the community, to the surrounding landscape and to biodiversity. 

 

Managing monuments to give value for farmers 

The National Monuments Service would also welcome the opportunity to discuss with DAFM 

possible actions that can be implemented at or near monuments without risk to them.  
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A list of possible actions is given below, some of which are existing GLAS actions which we 

suggest could be directed towards monuments.  Such actions would reflect the value of 

archaeological monuments as landscape features and contribute to the aims of the CAP Strategic 

Plan in a variety of ways:  

• Establishment of buffer areas (provided as an option in GLAS) might be converted to 

provision of species rich grassland or permanent grassland. 

• Provision of bird boxes and bat boxes at monuments. 

• Use of minimum tillage near monuments. 

• Taking monuments with no surface trace out of production and converted to grassland.  

• Re-wetting is beneficial to monuments in some cases. 

• Reducing stock numbers on/near a monument. 

• Providing pedestrian access to monuments.  

NMS suggests there is scope to provide for some of the above measures in Pillar 1, whereby arable 

farmers seeking to increase Ecological Focus Areas could be compensated for taking monuments 

with no surface trace out of tillage production and convert the monument area and a suitable buffer, 

or a portion of the field within which the monuments are located into pasture or into wildflower 

meadows. These actions could be available to the most intensive of farmers – those who are 

unlikely to participate in the agri-environmental scheme, thereby allowing all to participate in 

greening objectives.  

Some farmers have embraced the public’s interest in archaeology developing bespoke visitor 

attractions such as at Caherconnell in County Clare. We consider that there is scope to compensate 

farmers for providing access to privately owned monuments on their land either along established 

walking trails or otherwise.  

 

Continue the two archaeological actions currently in GLAS 

National Monuments Services seeks for the two archaeological options and their management 

requirements currently offered in GLAS to be continued: 

• Option 1, the establishment of buffer margins around monuments has been almost a constant 

in the agri-environment scheme since the first phase of REPS. It is an effective way of 

reducing ground disturbance at and near monuments. 

• Option 2, which aims at controlling certain types of re-seeded or quickly colonising trees and 

invasive woody plants, as well as other problematic plants, has resulted in improvements. 

Low payments for the work seem to have made some farmers reluctant to choose this option. 

Increased payments should be considered. 
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NMS suggests that proposals listed above could be easily measured and scored and applied to 

monuments on land farmed intensively, or on land farmed under an extensive system, such as an 

organic or high nature value farm. In all of these contexts, a monument, whether upstanding or 

surviving only below ground, could be an anchor for a range of farming for nature practices.   

If enacted, these measures would contribute to biodiversity, rural development, culture, heritage 

and landscape. They would directly address the objectives of the CAP Strategic Plan and of a range 

of national plans, all of which recognise the importance of heritage; National Planning Framework; 

National Development Plan; Investing in our Culture, Language and Heritage; People, Place and 

Policy, Growing Tourism to 2025- Action Plan for Rural Development; Culture 2025; Our Rural 

Future, as well as the forthcoming Heritage Ireland 2030 national heritage plan. Given the very 

large number of archaeological monuments on farmland in Ireland, well-designed actions will 

attract many farmers and yield results for the CAP Strategic Plan. 

I hope that you the Department will see value in our proposals and would welcome the opportunity 

for NMS to meet with DAFM officials to discuss further at an appropriate time.   

Regards 

Yours sincerely, 

 

_______________ 

 

 

National Monuments Service 

 

 




